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			Showroom Address

903 42nd Avenue SE

Calgary, AB, T2G 1Z1

Phone

(403) 510-1204

Showroom Hours

Our showroom is temporarily closed for renovations. Hours of operation will be posted when the renovations are completed.


		

	





Book a service call

 Get a Free Quote

 EASY PAYMENT OPTIONS
Get a new furnace starting from $58/month with our easy financing options!

Learn More
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[image: Greg Wester]
Greg Wester

Great service on time. Knowledgeable technician who provided excellent service and feedback.
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Paul F

Chad our tech was the best. He was professional and knowledgeable.  I would totally recommend JPS and especially Chad.and Mick.
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dale eresman

Excellent and courteous service provided by Ryan. All around just a very pleasant experience having our hot water tank replaced.
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Brian Wing

Punctual, Professional, Polite are all qualities JPS offers their clients ! Zoltan was our ambassador of the day, a reflection of the service always provided by JPS !! Thanks so much for a job well done !
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Wyatt Hawkins

Andrew L. was informative, on time, and very efficient while performing the annual tuneup on my furnace. Supplied new furnace filters and let me know about changing my humidifier filter too.
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Jenna McCool

I called the after hours line when my furnace stopped working as this is the company that installed it for the previous owner. The staff managing the phone was wonderful and called me back within about two minutes. Offered some troubleshooting tips which unfortunately didn’t work so a technician was dispatched right away. The technician showed up in less than 30 minutes, was kind, efficient and knowledgeable. Everything was back up and running in no time. We will continue to utilize JPS for service and tuneups no doubt!
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Callum M

Had a new inverter AC system installed by JPS with an existing furnace in April 2024. Kyle (quoter) was great to work with and answered my many calls and questions. Jackson and Rob did a fantastic job on the install, very clean and professional all around.The external unit is extremely quiet and efficient, you can barely even tell its on. The new thermostat is very sleek and also controls the humidifier (goodbye 2nd wall control)!Thanks again! 🙂
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Raymond Fernando

Communication is great with JPS.Theyve checked in annually to ensure my furnace gets the maintenance it requires.Theyve always been on time and reach out if theyre early. I appreciate how they provide a quick synopsis and picture of the tech coming so the customers are informed of who will be coming into their home.Service is great. They are quick and efficient. Appreciate their full report with pictures and side notes.Highly recommend their monthly subscripion which you can share some discounts for your friends/family.
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Jeff Hanson
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Grant Lyons

Listened carefully to equipment issues.  Corrected the issues.  Reported back to me with what they changed.  They were respectful and efficient.  I felt comfortable having them in my home.
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Ian MacLeod
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Sharole Hamer
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S W

I had JPS install an air conditioner unit.  Their whole service from the quote to the installation was timely, professional and fair.  Looking forward to summer and the A/C!  Thanks, JPS!
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Andrii Damm
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Ben Fellows

Our technician Abhishek Arora came on time and was VERY pleasant to deal with. He knew all the in’s and out’s of the job and went above and beyond giving us advice on things we may have overlooked. Great service all around! Thanks!
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Erik Grant

Fantastic service from the team! Went above and beyond to fix an additional issue discovered.
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viviana johnson

I was very impressed with the 3 young men coming today to install my new furnace. They were very nice, polite and very knowledgeable.
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mike madsen
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Clayton Franco

Install went a lot quicker than expected!  The team was very professional and answered all of our questions.  They cleaned up and left no mess behind when they were done.  Overall we had a really good experience using JPS and are extremely happy with how everything turned out.  Will 100% be using them on any future furnace or a/c needs.
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Christiane Hummel

great service and knowledgeable installation crew!
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Vitaliy Lytvyn
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Aadil Shahab

Bryan Garcia was an amazing technician. We had a positive experience with him with tune-up service. He was able to complete his work in a friendly, timely and professional manner while working around our newborn baby. Highly recommended. Thank you again
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Anne Dousett

Harpreet and Chad were very personable...completed the repair quickly..heat sensor not responding regularly.  Very happy with the charges! Will definitely use JPS again...thank you
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Patrick H.F

Great experience with JPS furnace service! They responded the same day when I called them in the coldest day of the year (-31C). The technician was very professional and honest and polite. They are the best furnace service company I experienced so far.
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Rick Chen
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Trevor Nawalkowski

From the quote  to the install the JPS team was communicative, efficient and the install was perfect - tidy, on time, and the hot water heater, heat pump furnace/AC and thermostat are all working excellent! Don’t hesitate to call them for a quote, install and service!ADDING ON A WEEK LATER FOR THEIR DUCT CLEANING SERVICE - I got JPS, a week after install, to do our duct cleaning as well. Exact same communicative, efficient and perfect service. Basically just call this team for anything. They're great across the board!
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Michael Nevett

Zoltan was very good.  When he arrived  he explained what he was going to do, got right at it. Explained that he was also being trained on A/C maintenance so another tech Reid  was coming over to help. Both Zoltan and Reid were very pleasant to talk too. As like last year you would hardly know they were in the house. Very pleased to have both the men do my maintenance.
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Debbie Hutchings

Josh and Reid were awesome!
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Denise McIntyre
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Amy Fawkes

Yay we have heat!  JPS came in to replace the motor on our furnace.  Reid was the technician, and was the most polite and professional service technician I've ever met.
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Bryan Hughes

JPS Furnace and Air Conditioning are very efficient and extremely friendly. So happy we bought our furnace and hot water tank from them. They come back every year for a free scheduled maintenance, which is awesome
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Gizelle E

I thank everyone at JCP Furnice and Airconditioning for your professionalism, dedication, knowledge and integrity from my first call to the last conversation.On Sunday afternoon, I got a dreaded call from my tenant with two little children saying that the furnace had stopped working. After the basic troubleshooting, I called JCP Furnice and had a technician at the house the following morning.At the first visit, an extended inspection report was created that contained valuable information about the condition of the furnace parts,  potential gas leak, carbon monoxide detection, efficiency assessment and more. At that time, a possible problem was addressed, and a potential additional issue was identified. A JCP tech returned two more times free of charge to address the second issue and provided further recommendations with several choices.All communication was highly professional - reports and potential issues were supported by visual reports (photos).Dealing with JCP Furnice was a positive experience in a very stressful situation. Thank you for your patience and dedication in finding and fixing the issue, even if it took more visits, and for not looking for the easy and profitable way out by trying to sell a new Furnace.💕
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Tony K

I want to thank JPS for their knowledgeable and expertise help in diagnosing my garage heater and water hot heater. The technician and home comfort advisor(Aaron) went above and beyond to give me options.
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D PAQ

I am very impressed with service Humyoo presented to me regarding my furnace. It is the best service I have ever had. Professional..personable..helpful.If I had a business I would offer him a job. A very valuable employee. Jay who did my duct work was very nice and explained any concerns I had. From front desk to end it was A 1
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Malcolm Kern

Simon came to do a routine annual maintenance and inspection. He explained the various things he was doing, and was very thorough. When something unusual arose, he pursued it fully, even to doing additional testing beyond the norm, until we concluded that all was indeed fine.
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Sarah Lerner

JPS was professional, accessible and ready to book timely appointments when I called. We were able to book out furnace and duct service within 24 hours.Simon, the technician was prompt, respectful and perfectly pleasant. He answered all our questions and explained the process as he was completing the job. Couldn’t ask for a better experience. Well done JPS!
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R. Joshua Eddie

I'm quite surprised to see all the positive reviews for this company. Maybe there are some great technicians that unfortunately I didn't have the opportunity to meet.I saw that this company was fairly highly rated so I asked for a quote to supply and replace a specific part on my furnace. My query was met with evasion and a customer service representative (Christa Pineda) telling me that it's the standard operating procedure to visit the furnace to do a comprehensive inspection (at a cost of $139) prior to providing any quotes whatsoever. I understand that the techs would need to confirm the issue before proceeding, however, I think it's very reasonable to ask what that price may  be should that solution be warranted.Anyway, it doesn't appear like this company will be getting my business, not that it really matters as I'm sure they are fairly busy. I'm just sharing my experience for those that are in a similar boat and needing to assess costs prior to proceeding. I'm happy to provide emails of the conversation I had with this company to anyone that would like them.*Thank you for the response below. I find it rather amusing that you justify the deceptive pricing policies by wrapping it in customer first marketing nonsense. Anytime someone refuses to give any sort of pricing, even a rough ballpark under reasonable circumstances it's time to run away as fast as possible.
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Christine Samonte

Josh came on time with the appointment. He was pleasant and explained everything in detail.
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Keith Emanuel
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doug morton
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Tom Evans

JPS is top notch with excellent service from the free quote to instillation! Specifically Leon, Jarod, Cade and Arron who installed my new AC and furnace were excellent, 10 mins early, professional, friendly, and efficient. They did a fantastic Job! Thank you! Update! Had a a service call after hours and Devon was fantastic! Great knowledge, and thoughtful and kind customer service! Well done Devon!
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Daniel Oda

Bryan was great doing my furnace check up. Provided all the information I needed.
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Sheila Therrien
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Melanie Robert

Could not possibly recommend JPS Furnace & Air Conditioning more. Absolutely amazing from start to finish - if I could give more than 5 stars, I would. Thanks JPS!
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AB Bautista

JPS installed my new gas furnace, water heater tank, and Heat Pump last week!!!!!!! I'm so happy I chose JPS from the CEIP program Contractor's List!!!!!  This has been a long process since last October last year, but throughout the process Kyle Van Bakel was there to answer all my questions and provided all the documents I needed to summit to the CEIP program.  I really recommend JPS if you are in the process of applying to the CEIP program.  Thank you so much Kyle!!!!!A big thank you as well to Adam Anderson Furnace and Air Conditioning technician and his assistant (I can't remember his name but he was awesome as well) for making the furnace, water tank, heat pump installation as smoothly as possible and for making sure I was aware of everything that was going on while the installation.A big thank you to Adam Ranger Journeyman Electrician for doing an awesome job with the electrical part and for making sure I understood where and how the heat pump installation  electrical portion was going to work.A big thank you to Bri, Tessa, and the rest of the admin support at JPS for always being an email away answering all my questions.  Over all I'm very happy with their service.THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!
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Rubens Silva
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Tom O'Neill

Rob and Jackson installed an AC unit at our house. I can’t say enough about how awesome they were. Super professional, amazing work, excellent clean up, on time, and just all around trustworthy guys. I’m super happy!
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Lou Zieffle

Great service. Lots of communication.
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Erik Kardash

I recently engaged with JPS Furnace and Air for a service, and while I appreciated the professionalism of the technician, my overall experience left me deeply disappointed and concerned about their business ethics. Initially, everything seemed promising. The technician arrived promptly and began the job diligently. However, just as the work was nearing completion, I received a shocking notification: JPS Furnace and Air demanded an additional $500, citing a misquote in the original estimate we had agreed upon. This sudden demand caught me off guard and put me in a difficult position especially as a cold snap was forecasted for the following day. Regrettably, I had no choice but to send them away empty-handed as I couldn't afford the unexpected expense. This blatant attempt to squeeze extra money out of me at the eleventh hour is not just unprofessional; it's downright deceptive. It's appalling how JPS Furnace and Air would resort to such tactics, exploiting vulnerable customers who rely on their integrity and honesty. My experience serves as a warning to others: Beware of JPS Furnace and Air. Their willingness to take advantage of people's trust and financial vulnerability is a clear sign of their shady business practices. I urge everyone to exercise caution when dealing with them to avoid falling victim to similar tactics.
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shantel french

Our experience with JPs furnace and air conditioning was great. Prices were fair and Bryan our technician was professional and friendly. He explained everything clearly and did a fantastic job. Bryan messaged me when he was on his way and was right on time.  We would definitely use JPS again.
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Anu Rishi

Thank you to Attila and James.   The guys were fantastic and did such a great and thorough job installing our air conditioner and also walking through how to use it.  The unit is amazing and we’re going to have a lovely summer
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Jeremy Martinuk

JPS installed a furnace for me two years ago. Install was easy and less expensive than that company you see on bus stop benches. Their brands are high end. No issues with the furnace since. Yearly service checks have been easy as well.
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Carl Pasay

Duane, Conrad and Paulo did an exceptionally professional installation. They took care of making sure the tracking, electrical and a/c unit was installed to high standards. They cleaned up appropriately. I would definitely recommend them.
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K S L

The staff are nice. They had done a very good work with high efficiency.
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Kurt Nguyen

Had my Furnace cleaned and Hot Water tank flushed. Bri was patient with my response time and when I was ready, she was happy to coordinate the service. Thank you Bri!Jay Patel (Tech) had shown up on time and was very diligent and respectful during his service. He showed plenty of patience while we had an unexpected power outage and resumed after this delay. He was really knowledgeable and helped us through the process. I would definitely be using them again!
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Garry Lundgren

I was very pleased with the two young men that installed my furnace.  They were personable and ready to answer any questions.  They didn't leave until everything was cleaned up and the way it was before they started the installation.
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Wayne Newby

JPS Furnace was excellent.  They arrived when they said they would, they were very polite, clean and worked hard to complete both furnace installations within the day.
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Amy Ansell

Great service and staff, highly recommend!
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Willem van Os
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Carol Young
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Rob Matthews

Tech on-time...very thorough and friendly.Took the time to go over the issues in detail and  answer all questions and concerns.Left the area cleaner than he found it !Cost for the service was very reasonable as well as the JPS membership which offers good value.
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Eyob Biemnet

Much appreciation to their punctuality, timeliness, professionalism and friendly attitude.
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Deborah Flock

Very friendly technician, great service.
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Carol Green

Josh and Travis arrived on time and worked efficiently to get the job done. All was explained to my satisfaction before and after. Very courteous and tidy installers. Didn’t leave until showing me how everything worked. Well done.
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Betty Garon

Simon was very friendly and knowledgeable.
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Ken Mackenzie
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Debbie Sutherland
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Dan Cull
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Robert Graf

Simon was super friendly, knowledgeable, and efficient for the Year 1 service of our furnace.  I highly recommend the JPS team and the JPS Club.
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Robert Stirling

Annual warranty 21 point inspection of Daikin furnace performed efficiently and professionally. Courteous and respectful.
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Cathy Coppin

JPS installed an AC unit at our home as well as doing a duct cleaning the following day. From start to finish on both services JPS was knowledgeable and professional. We had a different company quote the project originally and were very unhappy with their pricing and knowledge. Aaron came by to quote our AC unit and was extremely knowledgeable & helpful. He gave us option inside our budget and helped us assess our full HVAC needs. Install date was scheduled quickly and the team were really great. Communication was very good, guys were friendly and professional, and the install was quick! I would highly recommend JPS for your HVAC needs.
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Bart van Schaayk

Joshua showed up on time.  He was couteous snd professional.
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Ken valcourt

I recently had a quote from JPS for a water heater install. The price was high, very high. 7200 to be exact. I've had several quotes and most are around 5. I messaged the company to see the breakdown of the quote, I know the unit they're using and those retail for 2900. The rest can you can decide on your own.
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Brittany

Jay was very friendly and knowledgeable. He answered all of our questions and was helpful in the CEIP application process. Looking forward to having our heat pumps and furnaces installed by JPS.
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Ross Thomson

Emerg call on a Sat. Excellent customer service. Very good pricing. Serviceman was great.  Nice to finally deal with a company that actually appreciates their customers.
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Ez T

Services were done efficiently. Sully explained everything and left info about the parts used
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Jeff McKenna
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Smile More

Arrived same day and very knowledgeable tech, fair price and furnace working within 30 minutes. I would recommend to anyone.Thank you Reid.
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Lis Robertson
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Breanne Palahicky

I am extremely happy with my experience getting my furnace replaced. Their whole team was polite and knowledgeable, they arrived on time and went above and beyond to ensure I felt comfortable and happy with my decision. They were able to install the next day and the install crew did a great job and left the place very clean. I would definitely recommend them to anyone in need of a new furnace!
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Janet Yao

Dear JPSFurnace,FYI, just to let you know your team of staff i.e. Sheldon, Paola, Hayden & Adam did an excellent installation, well done n kudos!  Thank you for your service and your recommendation too!Please recognize and reward the above-mentioned 4 employees who did a superb job with the 2 furnaces and hot water tank installation, deeply appreciated.Thank you for a fine team of JPSFurnace staff who did great👍👏Best wishes,Janet & Mong
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Eric Epie

Reid was quick, he arrived 30 minutes after I called the company, others told me to wait the next day, highly recommend JPS for their excellent service :)
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Richard Cooke
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Kris Rose

JPS was outstanding from start to finish! Estimate two days ago, installation of garage heater and 60amp electrical sub-panel today. Unreal! Here’s what set JPS apart from their competitors:1. Arrived EARLY for both estimate and install;2. Sent pictures of the team members when they were on their way my house with GPS tracking for their arrival;3. The estimator spent at least a couple of hours assessing and explaining the scope of the work (vs. “The Other Guys” who took no more than 20 minutes);4. Estimate provided right away on-site (vs. The Other Guys that say “tomorrow” and no estimate arrives until a week later);5. Highly competitive and fair quote (came in approximately 30% less than The Other Guys who were clearly padding their costs). JPS’ quote was trustworthy and fell below what I expected as being reasonable;6. JPS doesn’t dither. You want the job done, they get it done!7. Customer service and technicians on-site were unbelievably friendly, professional and diligent;8. I couldn’t be happier with my garage heater and electrical upgrades. I will be switching to JPS for all future repair and servicing of my furnace and air conditioning.
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Teresa Oliverio

My furnace broke down.  JPS showed up in a timely fashion and did the work necessary to get my furnace up and running.  I am mute, but hear.  Reid (the JPS Tech Guy) was very patient with me and I am grateful for that.  He addressed all of my concerns.  The only minor drawback was that I was not able to pay with my debit card.Thank you so much.
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Janice Gardener

We are absolutely delighted with JPS Furnace and Air Conditioning.  Their service was beyond our expectations right from their salesman to the installers. The salesman was here on Monday and by 6:00 Tuesday, we had air conditioning installed.  They cleaned up perfectly and thoroughly explained how it all worked. We certainly will recommend them 100%.  Thanks guys for your expertise and your excellent work!Frank & Janice Gardener
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Dean Ellis

Our technician arrived right on time.  He was very friendly.  He got right to work and identified the issue immediately.  In less than an hour it was repaired , cleaned and serviced.  Very professional. Would recommend to everyone.
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Pam Kerr

The technician from JPS Furnace &Air Conditioning was very professional and friendly. He answered all my questions. He was knowledgeable and explained his work. He also suggested ways to reduce our water costs. Would definitely recommend using JPS Furnace & Air Conditioning.
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Jeffrey Haussecker
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Sean Edwards

Arrived quickly, very professional service, most importantly got my furnace back up and running in no time.
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Craig Mason

The person on the phone was very pleasant and I set up an appointment for Monday but then we had to move it to Sunday and they were very accommodating. The service guy phone first and then send me a picture of what he look like which was great he was very friendly and explained everything to me.  we ended up buying a monthly membership that comes with servicing, our air conditioner and furnace once a year. Highly recommend this company.
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E Sahlin

Cannot recommend.  10 days after they serviced my furnace and gave it a clean bill of health it stopped working.  Original reviewbfollows...Not punctual and not interested in actual service, just following 21 point checklist.  Cold air intake attached to furnace?  Not on checklist.  Electrostatic filter?  Not on the checklist.   Furnace dusty?  Not on checklist but you can book our duct cleaning.  No thanks and never again.
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KMS

I would highly recommend JPS for those people who are looking to either replace or repair their furnace. I had a lot of questions regarding the newer technology while getting quotes for my furnace replacement. Sales person Aaron did an incredible job educating me, following up with me and answering all of the questions I had. After comparing quotes from other companies, I chose to go ahead with JPS  to install my Daikin two stage furnace. The reason for that selection was the great reviews of this really high-quality product, an excellent warranty, competitive pricing and also excellent service and support by the entire staff at JPS, especially while dealing with Aaron. My new furnace was installed yesterday, and I could not have had a more pleasant experience dealing with Josh and his installation crew. They did a great job with the installation, explaining to me as they went along every part of the installation process while they were doing it,….. and also did an excellent job with cleaning up afterwards. They spent plenty of time educating me on my new Ecobee thermostat. In closing, I would just like to once again thank JPS for the excellent job they have done and I look forward to enjoy the cost savings of this high efficiency furnace and will have the peace of mind that I’ll also have due to the excellent warranty I received. Moving ahead I look forward to having an ongoing working relationship with JPS as they will be doing an annual check up for the lifetime of my new  furnace.
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Joe Lav

All good, friendly staff and technicians
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Norm Martin

Simon was fantastic! He thoroughly explained the process and proceeded to walk me through every detail in terms of what he  was checking at every step. I highly recommend Simon. His work was very professional!
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Rodolfo Serrano

Excellent service. Highly recommend
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Darlene Bonertz

Nolan was an excellent technician. We are very pleased with his  inspection of our furnace. He made sure everything was running as it should.
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Zafar Nabi

Though I’ve not got the AC installed from JPS yet but I must commend the professionalism and honesty of Jay, who pointed out that my electrical system is already overloaded and if I want to install an AC I’ll have to install a load miser. It is important to mention that all other guys from other companies did not point out (or chose to ignore it to keep their quote competitive) and when I pointed out they embarrassingly told me that they’ll install ‘if City Inspector catches it’.  This is scary as this could have jeopardized the safety of my family.I’ve decided not only to consider JPS for my job in near future but also cancel my membership/subscription with the other company.
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Tim Yeung

The technician Nolan Dowell is very skillful and helpful to solve our problems
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Call 403-510-1204






